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 Occasional Paper # 7

"What Can We Do About Unethical Organizational Silence?”

Synopsis

The author's  research suggests a spectrum of effective responses to unethical organizational conduct; he
considers five here. The extended references that follow give many practical examples.
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1."Forcing" methods: varieties of whistle-blowing

While we may very much admire people who have the courage to publicly blow the whistle, organizational
ethics research strongly indicates that unnuanced public whistle blowing can damage both organizational
and family lives. Fortunately, there are forcing methods that are both effective and relatively safe. For
example, one can secretly blow the whistle inside or outside the organization rather than publicly blow the
whistle and risk the direct and indirect retaliations against whistle blowers and their families that is so
common. One can write an unsigned letter to powerful people inside the organization alerting them to the
unethical behavior in the hopes that ethical powerful people will do something about the unethical
behavior. One can even secretly threaten the offender with exposure if they do not stop the unethical
behavior. One can secretly blow the whistle to the press or the government.

2. Crafting win-win solutions

"Win-win" negotiating type methods can be used to address controversial ethics issues (Gauthier, 1986;
Nielsen, 1989). For example, in the wake of the current United States corruption scandals in the financial
services and accounting industries, the parties involved are trying to work out solutions for separating
investment banking from research advisory services and auditing from management consulting services. On
a more micro level, it is sometimes possible to offer a crook a well paying and honest job and with that
win-win alternative, the crook sometimes chooses the honest job and stops being a crook. Sometimes, the
old saying that one can “do well by doing good” is quite true. Unfortunately, it is also true that for some
people in some situations, they can win more financial and political rewards by being a crook than by being
ethical.

3.Dialogic methods

Dialogic methods can sometimes be effective. While Socrates was executed for his ethical questioning and
criticism, it is also true that Socratic dialog was effective in Ancient Greece and at times is effective today.



Dialogic methods can be both effective and relatively non-threatening. It is possible to learn how to discuss
sensitive issues in an effective problem solving and non-threatening, professional, and even friendly ways
(Gadamer, 1989; Nielsen, 1990).

4. Resort to third-parties

A fourth set of methods in addition to forcing methods, win-win methods, and dialog methods is third party
methods (Nielsen, 2000b). That is, when people are unable or unwilling to discuss organizational ethical
issues directly, third party mediation and arbitration methods are sometimes available. For example, many
organizations have various types of internal due process systems available for processing ethics issues
when the parties are able or willing to address the issues directly. Among the various types of systems are
investigation and punishment systems, grievance and arbitration systems, mediator-ombudsmen systems,
and employee board systems. There are vast differences among these systems with respect to levels of
protection for the accused, discretion of the powerful with respect to which issues and people to investigate,
and political space with respect to how deeply to go into the more fundamental causes of the problems.

5. Strength in numbers: resort to broad social movements

A fifth set of methods are social movement methods that are used when the problem is bigger than
individuals and organizations (Davis and Thompson, 1994; Nielsen, 2000a). Sometimes, it is necessary for
multiple organizations and groups to work together in order to make an ethical difference. For example, in
the civil rights, environmental, health care, and corruption reform arenas it has often been necessary for
universities, churches, legal, media, and business organizations and groups to work together to make ethical
changes. To  paraphrase Edmund Burke, good people can associate to oppose unethical combinations and
build ethical organizations and societies.

In Conclusion

As we know, the bad news is that there is enormous and even deafening silence when it comes to many
organizational ethics situations. There are very powerful forces that cause these phenomena. The good
news is that these forces and obstacles can be understood and there are both micro and macro methods that
can be learned and sometimes applied effectively. Understanding the obstacles and the methods for
overcoming the obstacles can help enable individual and organizational ethical character.
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